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energy also creates more long term jobs than this industry does. There may also be tourism benefits in
deployment of wind and solar energy projects.
Unnatural gas is also a fossil fuel which, when burnt, will add to the problem of global warming. Perhaps
more importantly, the fugitive emissions from the unconventional extraction of this unnatural gas has an
impact, on a 100 year time horizon that is 28-36 times more potent than CO2, which means that a fugitive
emission rate of only 2% would make unnatural gas as bad for Climate Change as coal! On a 20 year time
horizon, its effects are over 80 times more potent than CO2 with all of the problems associated with that.
Bearing in mind that a South Australian university study suggests that methane leakage from CSG fields are
more likely around 6%, there is no way unnatural gas can be considered better for the environment. We
need to be reducing to zero our use of fossil fuels within the next 35 years not adding extra to the burden on
our atmosphere and our children’s future.
The industry might claim we need to drill for unnatural gas in order to protect supplies for Victorians yet
most of this ‘extra’ unnatural gas is bound for export markets. With the increasing availability of high
efficiency electric counterparts for gas’s normal uses we should be looking to replace our gas appliances as
soon as possible to reduce our reliance on this harmful fossil fuel – unnatural gas can no longer be
considered the ‘good fuel’. When renewable energy powers our electricity grid and we have retired as much
of our gas appliances as possible, we will be well on our way towards where we need to be by 2050. In this
context, it would be silly in the extreme to add another source of fossil fuels to the current inventory of
unburnable carbon.
They may also claim that they can safely extract this unnatural gas yet countless examples both in Australia
and from overseas shows that this industry cannot be trusted to self-regulate. They have had many years to
prove their practices are safe and yet have failed to do so. No matter what regulation is in place there will
always be a risk and any risk, when it comes to our environment, be it water or air pollution, waste disposal,
land contamination and geotechnical stability is unacceptable.
In a country like Australia where water is a precious resource, it beggars belief that not only would we risk
our irreplaceable aquifers but would commit massive quantities of water to this industry when that water
will become contaminated to the point of being toxic.
Unnatural gas has known health, environment, agricultural and community impacts – why would you want
to be associated with promoting such an industry in Victoria? Would you like to go down in history as
having assisted this industry in gaining a foothold in Victoria to the detriment of Victorians? Help stop this
toxic industry before it gets started.
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